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Dissociation of a highly excited diatomic m이ecule in the Ar+Ar"02 and Ar+O2 collisions is studied using trajectory 
dynamics procedures in the collision energy range of 0.050 to 1.0 eV. Between 0.050 and 0.2 eV, dissociation probabili
ties are very large for the complexed system compared to the uncomplexed system. This efficient dissociation of 
O2 in Ar…Q is attributed to the ready flow of energy from the incident atom to the large-amplitude vibrational 
motion of the excited O2 via the van der Waals bond. Thermal-averaged dissociation probabilites of O2 in Ar+Ar"-O2 
near room temperature are nearly two orders of magnitude larger than those of O2 in Ar+O2.

Introduction

In recent studies on the collision dynamics of van der 
Waals (vdW) complexes, we have shown that excitation of 
vdW complexes is very efficient and that the energy initially 
present in a high-frequency chemical bond remains when 
the collision is over.1,2 When a heavy mass barrier is present 
between vdW bonds, energy flow from one vdW bond to 
another becomes seriously hindered and energy localizes in 
one of the weak bonds.3,4 Energy flow blockage in molecular 
systems by heavy atoms or multiple bonds has been investi
gated by many researchers in recent years.4-15 In a vdW 
complex involving diatomic and rare gas atom units, the che
mical bond essentially conserves its individuality and expe
riences weak dynamical coupling with the vdW bond because 
of the large disparity in oscillator frequencies. Energy trans
fer to the chemical bond is, therefore, inefficient and the 
energy initially present in the bond remains when the colli
sion is over. However, a new situation arises when the che
mical bond is highly excited, especially to near the dissocia
tion thereshold. At such excitation, the chemical bond beco
mes seriously weakened and undergoes a low-frequency vi
brational motion, which may even be comparable to that of 
the vdW bond. In the complex with such a highly excited 

bond, a weak coupling between the vdW and chemical bonds 
can become sufficient to induce efficient intramolecular en
ergy flow, thus causing the molecular unit to gain enough 
energy for dissociation.

The purpose of this paper is to study the effects of vdW 
bonding on the dissociation of O2 in Ar---O2, in which the 
chemical bond is in a highly excited state. Such a complexed 
state is particularly important in the studies of thermal dis
sociation of O2 dispersed in the argon gas or in the argon 
matrix.16 In this model system, another Ar atom is incident 
on the complex to perturb its internal state. This collision- 
induced intramolecular dynamics will be treated in classical 
mechanics by sampling a sufficiently large number of trajec
tories in the collision energy range of 0.050 to 1.0 eV. The 
result will then be compared with that of Ar+Og to discus옹 

the effects of vdW bonding on the dissociation of O2 in the 
complex. In both the complexed and uncomplexed systems, 
O2 is initially either in the ground state pr in a highly excited 
state with the vibrational energy equal to 99% of the disso
ciation energy.

Interaction Model

For the incident Ar approaching the linear complex Ar•…O2 
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from the left, we denote the relative separation by x. For 
convenience, we number the collision system Ar+Ar…0=0 
as 1 + 2…3=4. To describe the collision system, it is conve
nient to convert the kinetic energy expressed as T= l/2Sm： 
(idxi/dtf, where z'=l~4, into the center-of-mass coordinate 
expression

7、= 븤 p&dx/dt、) 2 + 플 Ml (.dx^/dt)2 플 MO2 (dg/dt )2 ⑴

where is the displacement of the distance between Ar 
and the left-hand-side 0 in the complex from its equilibrium 
values <^23, Z34 is the displacement of the O2 bond distance 
from its equilibrium value 4對，卩 is the reduced mass of the 
collision system, 处2(師3十師4)力切，彻=?为2+彻3+彻4, and
M02 is the reduced mass of 02. In the complex, there is 
a large disparity in the vibrational frequencies of the oscilla
tors. Because of this large disparity in oscillator frequencies, 
we expect the molecular unit 02 to conserve its individuality 
and to experience weak dynamical coupling with the weak 
vdW bond in the complex, which can thus be considered 
to have two internal degrees of freedom. When the molecular 
unit is highly excited, its bond is weakened and undergoes 
a large amplitude vibration, whose frequency may now be 
comparable to that of the vdW bond. Therefore even such 
a weak coupling can produce an efficient energy flow be
tween the vdW and molecular bonds. The intramolecular 
potential energy of 02 will be expressed in terms of a Morse 
function ^34(^34) =Z)34(l-^~X34/ft34)2, where I為 and 如 are 
potential constants. The vdW interaction 卩23(*23) will be also 
specified by a Morse function. For this interaction, the po
tential well is very Mallow (it is only 0.0111 eV as shown 
below) and the potential is highly anharmonic. For such a 
case, the Morse potential has been known to describe the 
interaction adequately. Beswick and Jortner h처ve used this 
function in their detailed studies of the vibrational predis
sociation dynamics of diatomic dimers such as H2*"O2 and 
CO"*N2-17 In a recent study of the predissociation of He - 
L …Ne, where I2 is vibrationally excited in the B 3nOu+elec
tronic state, Villarreal et al. have used the Morse function 
for all interatomic interactions.18 It is important to note that 
for Ar…HC1, differential elastic scattering cross section data 
fit the Morse function very well in the distance range of 
0 to 4.453 A.19 When the potential function is parametrized 
in terms of the reliable well depth, equilibrium distance, and 
range parameter, the Morse potential is well suited for the 
study of intramolecular dynamics. Another function used to 
describe this type of intercation is the exp-6 potential, where 
the inverse 6th-power term represents the weak dispersion 
and induction effects.20,21 In this potential, however, the 6th- 
power term tends to dominate the repulsive term at short 
range. To obtain realistic potential functions, therefore, com
plicated damping functions have to be introduced in such 
forms in the exp-6 or exp-6-8 form).21 Although these 
potential functions describe better the intramolecular interac
tion of a vdW complex over a wider range of internal coordi
nates, they are difficult to formulate and use for 버e study 
of collision-induced intramolecular energy flow. Finally, the 
availability of still another function, the Lennard-Jones (12- 
6) potential16 with additional long range terms, should by 
mentioned but the repulsive part of this inverse-power po
tential is much too steep for the soft vdW interaction.

Since the displacement xL of the distance between Ar and 

the center-of-mass of O2 in the complex from the equilibrium 
value dt is related to the Ar…O distance ^23+^23 as 勿 + 

•互=£坛+工23+ 불(0财+光34), we can express the vdW interac
tion by V23G23) =Z)23(1—0~气사23+P2 彻23)2 where 光34=工02・ The 
exponential dependence of the potential function on Xl and 
X02 clearly represents the coupling of the two vibrational 
modes. Then the total interaction potential energy is

k=Z)23(l 一厂言財23危。2/써驴 + £奴(1 —厂*0择34)2+^ (2)

The last term represents the interaction of the incident Ar 
with the left-hand-side 0 atom of the complex, and it will 
be represented by V/=Ae~i/a, where z is the distance be
tween the incident atom and the left-hand-side atom. Here 
4 is a parameter that sets the classical turning point of the 
collision event and a sets the slope of the repulsive interac
tion potential wall. Since the r이e of this interaction is mer이y 
to perturb oscillator states and induce translation-to-vibration 
(TV) energy transfer in the present model, the use of such 
a simple function is sufficient here.22 Note that for the Ar- 
Ar interaction the attractive energy is very weak, and it does 
not affect TV energy transfer significantly. On the other 
hand, if we were interested in studying the formation of 
complexes (zg, Ar+Ar-'-Og—>Ar-"Ar "O2), the attractive in
teraction between the incident atom and the complex is of 
major importance and a function such as the Morse interac
tion has to be used for Vi. Since the Ar-Ar distance is z—x~ 
［(协3+伽J/初］(瓦+払)，we find V^x,払)=#""+［伽3十“/时］ 

(기/弟, where Ar =AeLim3+m4/m-i)(,iL/a\ Note that the intermolecular 
TV coupling is seen in xt). A complete study of colli
sion-induced energy transfer and bond dissociation should 
be based on the use of a more realistic vdW potential obtai
ned by fitting to the infrared and hyperfine spectra. Unfortu
nately, the existing data are not sufficient to determine such 
functions for the present system. Until such functions be
come available, however, we can use the above overall inte
raction potential V, which describes some of the essential 
features of the present collision system, such as the intra- 
and intermolecular mode coupling for the collinear configu
ration, as well as vibrational anharmonicity.

The equations of motion for the vdW bond, molecular unit 
O2, and illative motion are

M^xL/df) = 一 2Q)23/Z，23)左一 L4(師3+淅4)/以］& (3)

M°2(次版/渺)二-2(£)34/爲4)/。2 + 汎 (4)

\i(42x/dt2)-(A/a)fx (5)

= 仞3危02/긴&)厂屯새23危34彻23, /。2=(1_厂知必 34)

厂血林, and 二厂"" 어EE*"吃 For Ar+O2, T= 1/2卩(dx/dtY 
+ l/2Mo2(dxo2/dt)2 and V—Z>02( 1 ~ -X02^34)2 + where Vi is 
now simply 曲*허요阪、where A Note th가 in
this case g is the reduced mass of Ar+O? and x is the rela
tive separation between Ar and O2. Also note that a now 
represents the range parameter for the interaction between 
Ar and O2 while that in the above case is for the interaction 
between two argon atoms. The equations of motion are 肱及 

(如02/渺)= 一(히〃成02)and 卩(此세二一(湃〃洪).

Computational Details

We solve the equations of motion using standard numeri
cal routines23 for the initial conditions xL°f 阳反° and x°. Initi
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ally, x—oo and V/=0, i.e.,fx—0. Therefore, the initial condi
tions are the solution of

ML(d*L/df2) = 一 2©23而23死 (6)

M°2(d組CW*) = - 2(^34/矗)奴 + CD23/834)如 (7)

evaluated at t=t°. These solutions depend on the initial vi
brational energies (EX02 and E» and initial vibrational 
phases of the bond O2 and £(802 and &); i.e., x^^Xl3^0, 
&, E；,l) and 狼/三砲寸，城 E°^. We take the 02 unit 
to be in either the ground state(E°,02 - 솔)心) or a highly 
excited state(specifically E；,02=O.99」Do2), while E°,l~ 吉 

力血，where(dl is the vibrational frequency of the vdW bond. 
Here, Z° is the initial value representing a large negative 
time (i.£, before collision), so the time-dependent solutions 
of X02, xL> x and their derivatives are obtained by integrating 
the equations of motion from t—t° to a final time t.

To determine the initial conditions for the relative motion, 
we note that the interacion potential Vj reduces to V° = 
Ate~x/a when x is sufficiently large such that 互>互.The initio 
conditions are then obtained from the solution of the equa
tion 늣卩(奴所)'+呀°=氏 where E is the initio collision 
energy:

x(^°)= -2<z In {sech[(£/2g)1/2(f%i)]} (8)

力(f°) = (2卩£*2 tanhL(E/2^)1/2(Z%)] (9)

In deriving these two equations, which apply to both Ar+ 
Ar…O2 and Ar+O2, we equated the intermolecular potential 
constant A' to E to set the energy 용cale. Therefore, the time
dependent solutions of the equations of motion are xL^Xiit, 
&, &)2，E；l, E京2, E) and xo2=xo2(^ &, E=l, 
E) where each of the phases is sampled randomly.

In solving the equations of motion, the number of intergra- 
tion steps is adjusted so as to maintain the step size of about 
l/20th of the 02 vibration period. The initial relative separa
tion x(t°) is fixed and must be great enough to ensure that 
the interaction is negligible; we take this value to be about 
15 A throughout the calculation. A trajectory is terminated 
when the final distance x(t) is at least equal to the initial 
separation; i.e., the c이lision is terminated when the time 
is sufficiently long such that x(f} has receded far away from 
the collision region. Dissociation is assumed to have occurred 
when the bond displacement 电 exceeds 3.5 A. However, 
the highly excited molecular unit in Ar…O2 often fails to 
dissociate even after reaching the value. In such a case, we 
confirm the occurrence of dissociation by following the trajec
tory for a sufficiently long time to ensure the receding atoms 
are not attracted back and checking the amount of energy 
transfer to O2, which must exceed the critical energy needed 
for the molecule to dissociate. Furthermore, the momentum 
P02—Moztdxoz/dt) lev이s off to a constant value as the disso
ciation occurs. At a given collision energy, the dissociation 
probability is defined as the ratio of the number of dissocia
tive trajectories to the total number of trajectories randomly 
sampled.

Energy transfers to O2 and the vdW bonds are, respecti
vely, AE02W =Eo2(0-£°o2 and ^EL(t)=EL(t)-E°v,Lf where 
the vibrational energy associated with each bond is deter
mined by adding the kinetic and potential energies; eg, Eg 
(t)= 봌蜘(dK)2/Z)2+Z)34[l-厂皿伽旳% In Ar+Ar…O2, the 
sum of these two energy transfers is the total amount of 

energy transfer to the complex. When the collision is over, 
the momentum of the relative motion p=ii(dx/dt) takes a 
constant value, so the energy tranfer levels off to the limiting 
(A스+ 00) value AE( + qo, &, &均, E°l, E°02> E) while the 
vibrational energies of O2 and the vdW bond still vary as 
a result of continuing intramolecular energy redistribution. 
This internal energy flow persists until! dissociation is com
pleted. In the limit > + 00, this sum is identical to (2卩)一刑 

E/>(/°)2—/)(+oo)2] for a particular phase set (&, &电)with 
a given value of E. Here p{tQ) and 力(+00) are the values 
of the momentum of the relative motion at the beginning 
and end of the trajectory; /)(+ao)=/X+ao, EM E°q2, 
E). The average of the phase-dependent energy transfer AE 
(4-qo, &, 802，E°l,E°ViQ2, E) over phases & and 802 will 
be denoted simply by AE in the following section. The quan
tity represents the phase-averaged energy transfer at 
time t. At a given collision energy, we sample at least 720 
trajectories using standard Monte Carlo routine24 of initial 
phases.

In the numerical integration of the equations of motion 
for the Ar+()2 collision, we take coe=1580 cm'1 for the fun
damental frequency of the O2 molecule and 5.080 eV for 
Do^ The anharmonicity constants are(y= 120730 cm-1 
and(t)eye — 0.0546 cm-1.25 Note that the quantity co used th
roughout this paper is the angular frequency and is related 
to the fundamental by(0—2ncoe. The O2 dissociation energy 
used in the calculation is then 匕奴=2)02=£)。+블协3=5.177 
eV. The intramolecular Morse potential constant 如=(2為 

/A/o2)1Z2(1/g))=0.375 A. The interaction range paramer a for 
Ar+O2 is 0.256 A.26 To determine the range parameter a 
for the interaction of the incident atom with the left-hand- 
side of the complex in Ar+Ai■…O2, we use the energy D^. 
Ar—91.6 cm-1 and the frequecy(临弘=30.7 cm-1. Then, a = 
(2)Ar-Ar/2MAr.Ar)1/2(l/WAr-Ar) = 0.286 A, Where Mg =師 Ar^Ar / 

(彻Ar+用母).Note that Farrar and Lee used the same value 
of a for the Ar+HCl interaction potential, where HC1 is iso- 
이ectronic to Ar.19 From B02.02—87.0 cm-1 and 以虹心=91.6 
cm-1,16,17 we determine D23—0.0111 eV and co/,—(2Z)23/Ml)1/2 

(1/^23)=35.9 cm-1 for the Ar "O2 interaction, where %= 
0.513 A. The frequency of O2 in the Ar*-O2 is 1556 cm-1.16

Results and Discussion

Vibrational Energy Transfer. For 02 in the ground 
state of uncomplexed system, the amount of pha옹e-averaged 
energy transfer expressed in the fractional quantity &E/E 
is plotted in Figure 1. In the numerical procedures for this 
uncomplexed system, for example at E= 1.0 eV, we start 
the integration at 广=一0.45 ps; at this initial time, the inci
dent atom is 14 A away from the complex. The interaction 
begins near t— —0.10 ps, i.e.r 0.35 ps after t°, and the inci
dent atom reaches its closest distance to the target at 4=0 
after which it bounces off to infinity. The collision is over 
near t= +0.10 ps at which the incident atom is 3.1 k away 
from the target molecule. All trajectories at this collision energy 
are allowed to propagate until the final time of +0.66 ps 
has been reached. At this time, the incident Ar atom is 21 
A away from the target. The amount of energy transfer at 
E= 1.0 eV is AE/E=2.3 X10^4. It should be noted that for 
O2 in the ground state, when the model of harmonic oscilla
tion is used, an explicit expression for the energy transfer
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Figure 1. Dependence of the phase-averaged energy transfer 
to the complex NEJE on the collision energy E for Ar+Ar-*O2 
，告屁>) and Ar+O2 (늘卤to).

for Ar+O2 can be obtained in the form28^9

△&8=[( 까以 (oy/ZMsE] c 여아[naco(g/2£)1/2] (10)

This expression gives 2^E/E=2.2X10~4 at E=L0 eV. At low
er collision energies, translation-to-vibration (TV) energy trans
fer SE/E in the collision between Ar and the uncomplexed 
O2 molecule is much less than 10 4.

When the molecule is complexed, energy transfer becomes 
very efficient; this situation is clea뢰y seen in Figure 1. As 
shown in the Figure, energy transfer to the complex in 
Ar+Ar… O2 ( 늘%®) increases from AE压=0.41 at E=0.10 
eV to 0.62 at 1.0 eV. Such a large value is due to a preferen
tial energy transfer to the weak bond which subsequently 
dissociates and excess energy is carried away by the fragme
nts as the kinetic energy. As in the uncomplexed case, colli
sional energy transfer to the ground state O2 unit itself in 
the complex is very small as a result of the inefficient TV 
energy flow between the translational motion and the vibra
tional m아ion of a high-frequency chemical bond. We also 
find that in the collision energy range from 0.05 to 1.0 eV, 
the vdW bond always dissociates. Since Z>£=0.0111 eV, a 
trajectory representing an energy transfer efficiency greater 
than 22% at 0.05 eV can lead to the dissociation of this 
weak bond.

We now consider the case where the molecule is in a 
highly excited state. The excited molecular unit undergoes 
a large-amplitude vibrational motion and its frequency is far 
less than the fundamental. The excited molecule O2 (0.99 
Dq2)vibrates with the frequency 157 cm-1, which is about 
l/10th the O2 fundamental frequency 1580 cm-1. At E=0.1 
eV, O2 is deexcited for 802=0 and the frequency of the deex
cited O2 is 185 cm'1 (Note that if it is deexcited all 사蛇 

way to the ground state, the frequency would be 1580 cm-1). 
For this representative trajectory of the nondissociative case, 
the power spectrum of the vibration of O2 obtained from 
the expression3

7(<o; E)= I (l/7、)J：*Lo2(t, E)exp(fW)dt I2 (11) 

shows this and overtone frequencies; see Figure 2a. In this

t (ps)
Figure 2. Ar+Q (0.99P02)for &均=0° at £—0.10 eV. (a) power 
spectrum of 0z vibration; numbers represent vibrational freque
ncies in cm-1, (b) time-dependence of the vibration of O2 and 
collision trajectory x(f). (c) time evolution of phase-averaged ene
rgy transfer SE(t)/E.

equation, the time length T of the data segment starting 
from t° is Fourier analyzed. For this particular trajectory^ 
we integrated the equations of motion from t°= —1.40 ps 
to Z— +5.50 ps. Therefore, by taking T = 1.40 + 5.50 — 6.90 ps, 
we can construct the spectrum of O2 vibration over the entire 
time range of before, during, and after collision. Such a spec
trum contains far more interesting features than the colli
sion-free case 0.g, before collision) since it contains contri
butions coming from all regions of the dynamical process. 
The major peak appears at 3.49X1 아‘s 】 (185 cm-1), which 
is blue-shifted from the collision-free frequency of 2.97 X1013 
s-1(157 cm-1). A low-intensity peak appearing at the left 

of the major peak stands for this collision-free case. Note 
that if O2 (0.99Do2)is excited without dissociation, its fre
quency would be red-shifted and that if it is deexcited all 
the way to the gr이jd state, the frequency would be blue- 
shifted to 1580 cm-1. The frequency of a tiny peak appearing 
slightly above the major peak is 3.84X1013s-1 or 204 cm1 
and it represents the O2 vibration during collision. The ap
pearance of overtone peaks with significant intensity indica
tes the importance of the oscillator anharmonicity of the ex
cited O2 molecule. The overtone peaks at 157, 310 and 467 
cm-1 are for the vibration of O2(0.99Do2)before collision, 
and those at 185, 366, 546, 731 and 912 cm-1 are for the 
vibration of O2 after c이lision in Ar+Q (0.99Z)s), where
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Figure 4. Distribution of dissociative trajectories in Ar-J-Ar"-O2 
(0.99D°2)at E—1.0 eV. Also 아】own is the c시lision trajectory 
x(0； see the right-hand-side scale. The c시lisjgn begins at tb and 
ends at A； the collision partners reach the distance of closest 
approach at te.

Rgure 3. Dependence of 나le probability of O2 dissociation, 鬼 
on the collision energy E for Ar+Ar - O2 (0.99Do2)and Ar+O2 
(0.99Z)o2)* Also 아】own are the pre-impact probability P02* and 
the post-impact probability 如*七

the deactivation of O2 (O.99£>02)has occurred. (Note that, 
for example, for the phase set (&, 802)—(100°, 0°) represent
ing the nondissociative trajectories of Ar+Ar…O2 (0.99Z)o2), 
the collision-free frequency is 167 cm-1 and is blue-shifted 
to 174 cm-1 after collision). To discuss these vibrational mo
tions in the uncomplexed system further, we now consi
der the time dependence of O2 vibration in the following 
paragraph.

In Figure 2b, we plot the vibration of O2 in the uncomplex
ed collision system Ar+O? (0.99Do2) between —1 and 
+ 2 ps for 802—0° at £=0.1 eV; also 아)own is the collision 
trajectory x(t) to indicate the distance of closest approach, 
which occurs near Z=0. The calculation shows that the colli
sion between Ar and O2 begins at £=—0,26 ps and ends 
at +0.12 ps; i.e.t the duration of collision is 0.38 ps. There
fore, Xo2(0 plotted in the figure represents the entire range 
of collision, i.e., before ( —1 to —0.26 ps), during (—0.26 to 
+ 0.12 ps), and after (+0.12 to +2.0 ps) collision. The figure 
clearly shows the variation of vibrational period during the 
course of these dynamical processes. It is interesting to ex
amine the time evolution of energy transfer 厶E(f)/E and collis
ion tranjectory x(Z) of this nondissociative case. As shown 
in Figure 2c, at the initial impact with Ar, the vibrational 
energy transfer to O2 rises to a value as high as AE/E=0.7, 
but the receding Ar atom takes back all of this energy and 
some additional energy from the vibrational motion of O2. 
Eventually, for this particular trajectory^ the initially excited 
O2 loses AE/E—0.2 when the collision is over. We should 
mention that the peak height of 0.7 during the collision indi
cates that the molecule gains AE—0.07 eV, which exceeds 
the minimum energy 0.0518 eV needed to dissociate, but 
the energy resides in the bond for a duration much shorter 
than the period of O2 (0.99Z)o2)oscillation, which is 0.21 
ps, so the bond cannot dissociate. The calculation shows that 
the width of the peak at half its maximum height is only 
0.052 ps.

O2 Bond Dissociation. The ground-state molecule O2 
does not dissociate in both Ar+Ar•…O2 and Ar+O? in the 
collision energy considered. However, when O2 is excited 
to have the initial vibrational energy E；q2=0.99 匕奴,02 
dissociation occurs in b아h collisions and we now study the 

effect of the vdW bond on this dissociation. The probability 
of O2 dissociation in the Ar+Ar…(0.99Z>o2)collision is 
very large; see Figure 3. The dissociation probability P02 
is ~0.4 at E=0.05 eV and gradually increases to a value 
as large as 0.74 at E = 1.0 eV. Since the vibrational frequency 
of the highly excited O2 unit in the complex is very small, 
there is an efficient energy flow between the vdW bond and 
this seriously weakened molecular bond during the collision. 
This flow efficiently mediates energy transfer from the trans
lational motion to the molecular unit and can eventually lead 
to the dissociation of both O2 and vdW bonds. Although the 
molecule is highly excited, on the other hand, the excitation 
of O2 through direct encounter with the incident argon atom 
in Ar+O2 (0.99£>o2) is not very efficient especially at low 
collision energies and this leads to dissociation probabilities 
which are significantly smaller than those of the complexed 
system; 둉ee the curve at collision energies below 0.2 eV 
in Figure 3. However, when the collision energy increases 
from 0.2 eV, Rg 况 the uncomplexed system rises rapidly 
and eventually becomes comparable to that of the complexed 
system.

In Ar + ()2(0.99jDo2)가 E= 1.0 eV, the collision begins at 
tb~ -0.094 ps and ends at te— +0.18 ps; i.e.t the duration 
of collision is about 0.27 ps. The closest encounter between 
the collision partners occurs at tc = —0.016 ps. In this colli
sion system, the dissociation of O2 always occurs during the 
recession of the collision partners; ie., the dissociation occurs 
after the impact at t=t『 In fact, all O2 dissociations at this 
collision energy occurs after the incident atom has receded 
from the interaction ranges (/>O，As the collision energy 
decreases, some dissociations occur in the time interval tc< 
t<tei but the majority of dissociations occur after the colli
sion. However, in Ar+Ar "O2 (0.99Dq2), O2 dissociation can 
occur either before or after the impact depending on the 
initial phases & and &切 In the former case, dissociation 
occurs almost always during the approach of the collision 
partners towards each other (t<아，). This is a collisionless 
process and it is unique to the system involving a weakly 
bound complex. This collisionless event is a result of intra
molecular energy flow between the O2 and weak vdW bonds 
through intramolecular potential coupling; see Eq. (2). In this 
complexed system at E=1.0 eV, ^ = — 0.20 ps, te = —0.081
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Figure 5. Semilogarithmic plot of <P(^> vs. 1/T for Ar+Ar--02 
(0.99Z)o2)and Ar+02 (0.99&).

ps and 4 — +0.052 ps. Therefore, the duration of collision 
is 025 ps, which is somewhat shorter than that of the un
complexed system, but it is now shifted to a much earlier 
time range. In Figure 4, we show the distribution of dissocia
tive trajectories as a function of time for the complexed sys
tem at E=1.0 eV; plotted are 156 dissociative trajectories 
out of 360 samples and the phase-averaged collision trajec
tory x(0 on the same time scale. As indicated in the figure, 
essentially all of the pre-impact dissociations are collisionless 
dissociations and take place before tb. We have started the 
intergration at Z°= — 0.59 ps, so the first sign of collisionless 
dissociation appears 0.39 ps after t°. This time elapse is 
about twice the vibrational period of the excited molecular 
unit. In Figure 4, the probability of pre-impact dissociation 
is represented by Po2*- This probability is very close to 0.4 
over the entire collision energy range, and a diviation from 
this constant value is due to the statistical uncertainty, which 
is about 2% with 720 trajectories. The difference between 
Poz and R)2*, which is represented by P02** in Figure 3 and 
which determines the dissociation of O2 after the impact, 
is essentially a linear function of the collision energy. It is 
important to note that all these post-impact dissociations oc
cur long after the end of collision; i.e., at t>te. The excited 
bond can even survive nearly 1.2 ps after the complex is 
prepared (or nearly 0.8 ps after the start of collision) before 
it dissociates; see the three trajectories near t— +0.6 ps in 
Figure 4. Note that during this residence time the excited 
O2 in the complex undergoes about six vibrations. It should 
be mentioned that the weak vdW bond dissociates for all 
trajectories; dissociation occurs either before or after the 

impacts as in the case of (& dissociation.
The temperature dependent probability of O2 dissociation 

can be defined as 산0> = (紀「尸R 1奴厂田%広 At 200, 300 
and 400 K, the values of〈如〉Ar+Af-Og (0.99Z)o2) 
are 0.023, 0.062 and 0.10, respectively; see Figure 5. These 
values are nearly two orders of magnitude larger than those 
for the uncomplexed system; the corresponding values for 
the latter system are only 5.9X10-4, 2.1X10— &园 44X10、斗 

In the complexed system, since Pg increases monotonously 
with E, the temperature dependence is essentially determin
ed by the Boltzmann factor, so 나le plot of hrCP®〉vs. 1/T 
leads to a straight line; i.e., an Arrhenius type. The activa
tion energy determined from the slope is 0.051 eV, which 
is essentially identical to the minimum energy required for 
the molecular unit O2 (0.99Do2)to dissociate. However, in 
Ar+Q (0.99Z)o2)» a sharp increase of P02 causes <P(^> 
to rise more rapidly at higher temperatures thus leading 
to a deviation from the linear relation. As shown in Figure 
3, the dissociation probability is very small at lower collision 
energies, where the Boltzmann factor is large, so the contri
bution to the integrand comming from this energy range 
is small

Concluding Comments

Classical trajectory calculations were carried out to ex
amine the influence of a van der Waals bond on the dissocia
tion of a highly excited chemical bond. Such an excited 
bond undergoes a large-amplitude vibrational m아ion with 
the frequency much lower than the fundamental. While the di
ssociation probability of O2 in Ar+O2 is comparable to that of 
the complexed system at higher collision energies, it is much 
smaller than that in the latter system in the lower collision 
energy range 0.05-0.2 eV. In the atom 4- complex collision, 
energy first efficiently transfers to the Ai•…Q bond from 
the incident atom and then the bond pumps the energy into 
the O2 bond. Since the highly excited O2 bond oscillates with 
a very low frequency, the coupling between this weakened 
bond and the vdW bond is sufficient enough to cause an 
efficient intramolecular energy flow. At lower collision ener
gies, where the duration of collision is long, the internal 
energy has sufficient time to redistribute between the vdW 
and chemical bonds. Such an energy flow process is absent 
in Ar+Og. As the collision energy increases, the duration 
of collision becomes shorter and the vdW bond dissociates 
before the collision. At such collision energies dissociation 
probabilities of both the complexed and uncomplexed sys
tems become close to each other. An efficient intramolecular 
energy flow between the vdW and highly excited O2 bonds 
in Ar+Ar--O2 causes its thermal-averaged dissociation pro
bability to be two orders of magnitude larger than that for 
the uncomplexed system.
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Light scattering phenomena are discussed for a nonpolar binary liquid mixture composed of an optically active solute 
and an optically nonactive solvent in the critic시 region, usin용 the Fisher theory. Comparing them with those in 
the case that the Omstein-Zemike theory is satisfied, the appropriate analytic results are obtained and discussed.

Introduction

In 1987 we1 have proposed a general theory of multiple 
scattering for a nonpolar fluid composed of chiral molecules. 
It is based on a general theory2 of the dielectric tensor well 
suited, to study the dielectric behavior in the critical region. 
The theory of multiple scattering has been treated as the 
same way as that of single scattering in the phenomenologi
cal theory given by Einstein.3,4 The scattering intensity has 
been expressed in terms of the correlation function, which 
gives the information about the effect of fluctuations of the 
dielectric tensor in the sample fluid and nature of the inci
dent light. The dielectric tensor fluctuates due to the fluctua
tions in density and other thermodynamic variables. We have 
considered the scattering only due to the density fluctua
tions, which plays the most dominant role in the critical reg
ion. In the subsequent paper5 we have for the first time, 
discussed the effect of the double scattering on the circular 
intensity differences in the critical region, where the Oms
tein-Zemike theory holds.

The theory of the circular intensity differences has been 
extended a binary liquid mixture composed of an optically 
active solute and an optically nonactive solvent.6 The mixture 
is more suitable for experimental verification than the pure 
fluid. The basic difference with the latter is that there is 
one more extra variable in the mixture, i.e., the concentration 
fluctuations. In fact, the concentration fluctuations play the 
central role in the critical region of a binary liquid mixture.7

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the light scattering 
in the critical region, where the Omstein-Zemike theory 
does not hold. The correlation function of concentration fluc
tuations to be used is the Fisher theory of conflation func
tion.8,9

At first, a general formula for the single scattering inten
sity and the most dominant part of the double scattering 
intensity are given.6 Then, with the aid of the Fisher theory 
we obtain the sums and differences of components of the 
single and double scattering intensities approxim가ely and 
discuss the circular intensity differences.


